Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Session 5: Ball Control/ Dribbling 1

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Progression
-Have different kids lead
-Divide into 2 groups
Click to insert session diagram

-Thinking and decision making with
ball
-Communication
-Teamwork
-Moving to space

Activity 2

NUMBER DRIBBLE GROUP
(10-15min)
Players jog with a ball at
their feet. When you call a
number, that many players
must come together with
balls touching each other.
Example: the call is three,
the units of three must be
formed by the players.

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

STOP & GO (15-20min)
Every player dribbling a
ball. On whistle, stop ball
and then go with speed.
Coach demonstrates stop &
go, and players try to copy.
Players invent their own
stop & go

Objectives
-Appropriate touch on ball
-Turning and cutting
-Awareness of others

Activity 1

FOLLOW THE LEADER
(10-15min)
Dribble around the field
making various turns, going
around obstacles, and
changing speeds.

Team/Age:

Click to insert session diagram

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

Progression:
-Have kids dribble in various
directions

U7s

Key Coaching Points
-Keep head up
-Push ball into space not into other
players or other balls
-Keep kids tight
DISCOVERY QUESTION
-What did you need to think about
when dribbling?
-How did you avoid hitting
someone else?

-Talk to teammates
-Keep ball close
-Head up and watching players
DISCOVERY QUESTION
-How did you decide who to join
with?

-See ball through bottom of eyes
-Keep ball rolling
-Use foot brake
-Creativity

-Quick first step
-Appropriate distance to push ball
out
-Different parts of the foot

Progression:
-Add cones as obstacles
-Need to change direction

Discover Questions:
-What do you need to do when
making the quick first step?
-What happens if you play the ball
too far out? Too close?

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
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COACHING REMINDER:
Kids are still trying to understand
the characteristics of the ball and
how it reacts to them and how
they need to react to it.
HOMEWORK
Dribble in the yard and every time
you come to a tree (or other
object) change and go the
opposite direction. Go to 20
objects
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